
 

Cerra Hike Collection 
Hiking innovation without boundaries 
 
Delivering for you on your hike 
 
Viking’s versatile Cerra Hike shoes have been designed and developed for hiking in the 
mountains, with sustainably produced leather uppers featuring GORE-TEX. These technical 
all-terrain shoes employ Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® Hike outsole for 
maximum, comfort, traction and stability.  With the increased comfort and fantastic fit 
Cerra Hike offers, you are delivered premium comfort and grip. Available in low, mid and 
high cut profiles, Cerra Hike gives you options for your preferred fit,  and all are built atop 
premium EVA Foam cushioning for powerful energy return with every step. 
 
 
Packed with innovation 
 
These outstanding boots are packed with the best of what Viking produces; Innovative, 
materials and components with an eye to quality and sustainability. Cerra Hike is a proving 
ground for all four corners of our developmental partnerships and achievements; Our 
Ultimate Grip Concept sole, built in GORETEX, sustainable leather, and so much more.  
Every piece is a modern, premium component, and we have left nothing to chance. Enjoy 
your next adventure in Cerra Hike! 
 
Cerra Hike Low GTX M  (3-92350) 
 
Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker 
that is packed with high performance innovations. This low-cut technical all-terrain shoe 
employs Viking's durable and high-traction UGC outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning 
offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-
TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. 

 
Colors: Grey/Denim, Olive/Orange, Charcoal/Light Grey 
Sizes: 41-47 
RRP: Nok 1899,- Sek 1900,- Dkk 1400,- Euro 189,95 
 



 

Cerra Hike Low GTX W (3-92335) 
 
Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker 
that is packed with high performance innovations. This low-cut technical all-terrain shoe 
employs Viking's durable and high-traction UGC outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning 
offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-
TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. 
 

 
 
Colors: Light Brown/Grey, Charcoal/Light Grey 
Sizes: 36-42 
RRP: RRP: Nok 1899,- Sek 1900,- Dkk 1400,- Euro 189,95 
 
 
Cerra Hike Mid GTX M (3-92355) 
 
Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker 
that is packed with high performance innovations. This versatile, mid cut shoe employs a 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers 
powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX 
membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. 

 
Colors: Grey/Denim, Olive/Orange, Charcoal/Light Grey 
Sizes: 41-47 
RRP: Nok 2099,- Sek 2100,- Dkk 1550,- Euro 209,90 



 

 
Cerra Hike Mid GTX W (3-92340) 
 
Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker 
that is packed with high performance innovations. This versatile, mid cut shoe employs a 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers 
powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX 
membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. 
 

 
 
Colors: Green/Light Grey, Cream/Tomato 
Sizes: 36-42 
RRP: Nok 2099,- Sek 2100,- Dkk 1550,- Euro 209,90 
 
Cerra Hike High GTX M (3-92360) 
 
Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker 
that is packed with high performance innovations. This supportive, high cut shoe employs 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers 
powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX 
membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. 

 
Colors: Black/Grey, Light Grey/Yellow 
Sizes: 41-47 
RRP: Nok 2299,- Sek 2300,- Dkk 1700,- Euro 229,90.- 



 

Cerra Hike High GTX W (3-92345) 
 
Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker 
that is packed with high performance innovations. This supportive, high cut shoe employs 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers 
powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX 
membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. 

 
Colors: Light Brown/ Light Grey 
Sizes: 36-42 
RRP: Nok 2299,- Sek 2300,- Dkk 1700,- Euro 229,90.- 
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